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Abstract: In this paper, a comprehensive MATLAB simulation based study has been presented for the performance 

evaluation of LDPC encoded MC-CDMA wireless communication system. The investigated system implements various signal 

detection techniques such as Minimum mean square error (MMSE), Zero-Forcing (ZF), Zero-Forcing successive interference 

cancellation (ZF-SIC) Minimum mean square error successive interference cancellation (MMSE-SIC) under different digital 

modulation schemes (QPSK, DPSK, QAM). Simulation results show that the system shows quite satisfactory and robust 

performance under scenario of MMSC-SIC signal detection and QAM digital modulation schemes. 
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1. Introduction 

Progressive involvement in technology development is 

vital for a government if it hopes to keep its own country 

competitive in the rapidly changing field of wireless personal 

communications. Wireless communications is enjoying its 

fastest growth period in history, due to enabling technologies 

which permit wide spread deployment. Multi-Carrier Code 

Division Multiple Access (MC-CDMA) is a multiple access 

scheme used in OFDM-based telecommunication systems, 

allowing the system to support multiple users at the same 

time [1]. The basic MC-CDMA signal is generated by a serial 

concatenation of classical DS-CDMA and OFDM. MC-

CDMA can handle N simultaneous users with good BER, 

using standard receiver techniques. This system has been 

adopted as the uplink physical layer radio access technique 

for the 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) and 4G LTE-

Advanced. The main advantages of the MC-CDMA system 

are that improve the reliability and performance of wireless 

radio links and the signal offered to the receiver contains not 

only a direct line-of-sight radio wave, but also a large 

number of reflected radio waves [2]. 

Multiple-input multiple-output, or MIMO, is a radio 

communications technology or RF technology, is used by 

Wi-Fi, LTE; Long Term Evolution, and many other radio, 

wireless and RF technologies to provide increased link 

capacity and spectral efficiency combined with improved 

link reliability using what were previously seen as 

interference paths [3]. Such technologies incorporate 

different types of multi-antenna techniques such as Alamouti 

space-time coding for transmit diversity, Eigen beam forming 

spatial multiplexing, BLAST spatial multiplexing 

architectures, Conventional beam and null forming and 

Conventional receive diversity. Under BLAST spatial 

multiplexing(SM) architectures, three Bell Laboratory 

layered space-time (BLAST) SM techniques have been 

known as: Vertical BLAST (V-BLAST), Horizontal BLAST 

(H-BLAST) and Diagonal BLAST (D-BLAST) [4], [5]. The 

present study investigates the performance of D-BLAST 

architecture with 4 x 4 antenna configuration for a LDPC 

encoded MC-CDMA wireless communication system on 

secure color image transmission. 
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2. Signal Processing and Detection 

Techniques 

For signal detection if transmitted signal X=[x1, x2, x3, 

x4]
T
, received signal Y=[y1,y2 y3,y4]

T
, white Gaussian noise 

N= [n1, n2, n3, n4]
T
 with variance ��2

 and the channel matrix 

H=[ h1 h2 h3 h4 ] have been considered. The signal model in 

terms of transmitted and received signals, Noise and channel 

coefficients can be written as:  � = �� + �	                   (1) 

As the interference signals from other transmitting antennas 

are minimized to detect the desired signal, the detected desired 

signal from the transmitting antenna withinverting channel 

effect by a weight matrix W is given by �
 = ���, ��, ��, ���� = ��             (2) 

A. Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) 

In Minimum mean square error (MMSE) scheme, the 

MMSE weight matrix is given by ����� = (��� + ����)����               (3) 

and the detected desired signal from the transmitting antenna 

is given by �
���� = ������                 (4) 

Let us now try to understand the math for extracting the 

two symbols which interfered with each other. In the first 

time slot, the received signal on the first receive antenna is, 

�� = ℎ�,��� + ℎ�,��� +  � = !ℎ�,�ℎ�,�" #����$ +  �      (5) 

The received signal on the second receive antenna is, 

�� = ℎ�,��� + ℎ�,��� +  � = !ℎ�,�ℎ�,�" #����$ +  �       (6) 

We assume that the receiver knowsℎ�,�, ℎ�,�, ℎ�,� and ℎ�,�. 

The receiver also knows above equation can be represented 

in matrix notation as follows: y1 and y2. For convenience, the 

above equation can be represented in matrix notation as 

follows: 

#����$ = %ℎ�,� ℎ�,�ℎ�,� ℎ�,�& #����$ + # � �$             (7) 

Equivalently, �	 = 	�'	 + 	 	                (8) 

The Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) approach tries 

to find a coefficient W which minimizes the criterion, ()��� − ����� − ���+               (9) 

Solving, W = �H.H + N0I���H.                  (10) 

When comparing to the equation in Zero Forcing 

equalizer, apart from theN0I term both the equations are 

comparable. Infact, when the noise term is zero, the MMS 

Equalizer reduces to Zero Forcing equalizer. 

B. Zero-Forcing (ZF) 

In Zero-Forcing (ZF) scheme, the ZF weight matrix is 

given by �23 = (���)����                (11) 

and the detected desired signal from the transmitting antenna 

is given by �
23 = �23�	                 (12) 

Let us now try to understand the math for extracting the 

two symbols which interfered with each other. In the first 

time slot, the received signal on the first receive antenna is, 

�� = ℎ�,��� + ℎ�,��� +  � = !ℎ�,�ℎ�,�" #����$ +  �   (13) 

The received signal on the second receive antenna is 

�� 	= ℎ�,��� + ℎ�,��� +  � = !ℎ�,�ℎ�,�" #����$ +  �   (14) 

We assume that the receiver knowsℎ�,�, ℎ�,�, ℎ�,� and ℎ�,�. 

The receiver also knows above equation can be represented 

in matrix notation as follows: y1 and y2. The unknown s 

arex1and x2. For convenience, the above equation can be 

represented in matrix notation as follows: 

#����$ = %ℎ�,� ℎ�,�ℎ�,� ℎ�,�& #����$ + # � �$          (15) 

Equivalently �	 = 	�'	 + 	                   (16) 

To solve for �, we know that we need to find a matrix 

W,which satisfiesWH=1. TheZero Forcing (ZF) linear 

detector for meeting this constraint is given by � = (���)����                   (17) ��	 is a Hermitian matrix which is the conjugate transpose 

of matrix H 

This matrix is also known as the pseudo inverse for a 

general m x nmatrix 

��� = %ℎ�,�∗ ℎ�,�∗ℎ�,�∗ ℎ�,�∗ & %ℎ�,� ℎ�,�ℎ�,� ℎ�,�& 
	= 5 6ℎ�,�6� + 6ℎ�,�6� ℎ�,�∗ ℎ�,� + ℎ�,�∗ ℎ�,�ℎ�,�∗ ℎ�, + ℎ�,�∗ ℎ�,� 6ℎ�,�6� + 6ℎ�,�6� 7    (18) 

C. Zero-Forcing Successive Interference Cancellation (ZF-

SIC) 

In ZF-SIC channel equalization scheme with 4× 4 antenna 

configuration, the channel matrix H undergoes QR 

factorization as 
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� = 89 = 8 :;;
<9�,� 9�,� 9�,� 9�,�000

9�,�00
9�,�9�,�0

9�,�9�,�9�,�>?
?@                (19) 

where, Q and R are the unitary and upper triangular matrix 

respectively. Equation (1) can be rewritten on 

multiplyingQ
H
by as � = 8�� = 9� + 8��                (20) 

where, 8�is a zero-mean complex Gaussian random vector. 

Since 8��  and �  havethe same statistical properties, 8�� 

can be used to denote �. We get Equation (21) � = 9� + � 

A��������B = CD�,� D�,� D�,� D�,�000
D�,�00

D�,�D�,�0
D�,�D�,�D�,�E C

��������E + A � � � �B         (21) 

the detected desired signal �
� from the four transmitting 

antennas can written on neglecting noise term from Equation 

(21)as  

�� = ��D�,� 

�� = (FG�HG,IFI)HG,G                           (22) 

�� = (�� − D�,��� − D�,���)D�,�  

�� = (�� − D�,��� − D�,��� − D�,���)D�,�  

D. Minimum Mean Square Error Successive Interference 

Cancellation (MMSE-SIC)  

The received signal, channel matrix and noise are extendedas 

�JF = A��K������ �B
�
 

	�JF = ��� L��	and 

�JF = P�� − QRSTRST ��U�                    (23) 

Where, isQRSTRST the ratio of average noise power to average 

signal power (1/SNR). On QR factorization of extended 

channel �JFmatrix, we get  �JF = 8JF ∙ 9JF              (24) 

Where, 8JF  and 9JF represent a unitary matrix and an upper 

triangular matrix respectively. We assume that Y, H, N, Q and R 

are replaced by �JF , �JF , 8JF , and 9JF  respectively and 

correspondingly the resulting system takes the following form 

�JF = 8JF� ∙ �JF  = 9JF ∙ �W + 8JF� ∙ �JF            (25) 

Neglecting term 8JF� ∙ �JF  from Equation (25), the 

detected desired signal �XYZ�  from the four transmitting 

antennas can written as 

�JF� = �JF�DJF�,� 

�JF� = (�JF� − DJF�,��JF�)DJF�,�  

�JF� = (F[\T�H[\T,GF[\G�H[\T,IF[\I)H[\T,T              (26) 

�JF� = (�JF� − DJF�,��JF� − DJF�,��JF� − DJF�,��JF�)DJF�,�  

Using identical formulas presented in Equation (22), the 

transmitted signals are detected [6], [7]. 

3. Description of the Simulation Model 

A simulated single-user 4 x 4 D-BLAST spatially 

multiplexed LDPC encoded MC-CDMA Wireless 

Communication System as depicted in Figure 1 utilizes 

various signal detection schemes. In such a communication 

system, a color image is encrypted with Chaos-Based Image 

Encryption Scheme [8]. 

A RGB image png format is kept in C drive of the 

computer. The resolution of the image is of 96 pixels (width) 

× 96 pixels (height). The selected image are processed in a 

MIMO MC-CDMA system depicted in Figure 1. The 

captured color image are converted into their respective three 

Red, Green and Blue components with each component is 

of96 pixels ×96pixels in size. The encrypted data are channel 

encoded using low density parity check coding technique 

[9],[10]and interleaved for minimization of burst errors. The 

interleaved bits are digitally modulated using various types 

of digital modulations and spatially multiplexed using D-

BLAST scheme to produce four independent data streams. 

Each data stream are serial to parallel converted, DFT-

spreader/preceded and subsequently subcarriers are mapped 

prior to OFDM modulation through implementation as an 

inverse Fast Fourier transform (IFFT) on a block of 

information symbols followed by an analog-to-digital 

converter (ADC). To mitigate the effects of inter-symbol 

interference (ISI) caused by channel time spread, each block 

of IFFT coefficients is typically preceded by a cyclic prefix.. 

The modulated complex symbols are parallel to serial 

converted and transmitted. In receiving section, the 

transmitted signals are detected and processed cyclic prefix 

removal, serial to parallel conversion, OFDM demodulation, 

subcarrier de-mapping, DFT-de-spreaded/decoded, parallel 

to serial conversion and subsequently spatially de-

multiplexed under D-BLAST scheme. The de-multiplexed 
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data are digitally demodulated, de-interleaved, channel 

decoded and decrypted to recover the transmitted color 

image[11], [12]. 

 
Figure 1. Conceptual Block diagram of D-BLAST aided LDPC encoded MC-CDMA Wireless Communication System. 
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4. Result and Discussion 

This section presents all of the results obtained by the 

computer simulation program written in Matlab following the 

analytical approach of a wireless communication system 

considering the following simulation parameters shown below 

in the Table 1. The results are represented in terms of signal to 

noise ratio (SNR) and the bit error rate (BER) for practical 

values of system parameters. The graphical illustrations 

presented in Figure 2 and Figure 8 show system performance 

comparison with implementation of Minimum Mean Square 

Error (MMSE), Zero-Forcing (ZF), Mean Square Error 

Successive Interference Cancellation (MMSE-SIC) and Zero-

Forcing Successive Interference Cancellation(ZF-SIC) based 

channel equalization schemes under various low order digital 

modulations. In all cases, the system outperforms in QAM and 

shows worst performance in DPSK digital modulation. The 

BER performance difference is quite obvious in lower SNR 

areas and the system’s BER declines with increase in SNR 

values. In Figure 2, the BER values in case of QAM and DPSK 

are 0.1418 and 0.3098 for a 3 dB SNR value that is indicative of 

achievable system performance by 3.40 dBfor QAM modulated 

MC-CDMA employing Minimum Mean Square Error(MMSE) 

channel equalization scheme. Figure 3 illustrates the achievable 

performance of QAM-modulated system under deployment of 

Zero-Forcing(ZF), the system achieves a gain of 2.14dB at SNR 

value of 3 dB.( BER values: 0.2764 and 0.4526 in case of QAM 

and DPSK. In Figure 4, it is noticeable that for a typically 

assumed SNR value of 3 dB, the BER values are 0.0956 and 

0.3588 in case of QAM and DPSK digital modulations and the 

system achieves a gain of 5.74 dB in QAM as compared to 

DPSK under deployment of Minimum Mean Square Error 

Successive Interference Cancellation (MMSE-SIC). Figure 5 

present that the system achieves a gain of 1.87dB at SNR value 

of 3 dB for BER values: 0.2399 and 0.3691 in case of QAM and 

DPSK. From Figure 6 to Figure 8 shows performance of QAM, 

QPSK and DPSK modulated system under deployment of for 

equalization techniques. Here it is observable that for SNR value 

of 3 dB, the system gain is 6.20dB, 5.38 dB and 1.14dB using 

QAM, QPSK and DPSK modulation schemes respectively with 

implementation of different channel equalization technique and 

it is seen that MMSE-SIC provides best result among four 

equalization techniques with three digital modulation techniques 

individually. Figure 9 shows pictorial views of transmitted, 

encrypted and retrieved images with a typically assumed SNR 

value of 10dB and estimated bit error rate zero, image retrieval 

with transmitted image encryption are quite satisfactory. 

Table 1. Summary of the simulated model parameters. 

Data type Color image: 96 × 96× 3 pixels  

Modulation Scheme  QPSK,BPSK,QAM, DBPSK  

Channel coding ½.-rated irregular LDPC  

No of complex modulated symbols in OFDM block 2048  

No of complex modulated symbols in DFT-spreading/precoding 64  

Size of parity-check matrix used in LDPC coding 64 × 128  

Length of Cyclic prefixing in number of complex symbols 205  

SNR  0-10 dB  

LDPC decoding Algorithm Log Domain Sum-Product  

Signal detection (MMSE, ZF, ZF-SIC and MMSE-SIC)  

Channel AWGN and Rayleigh  

Spreading Code  Walsh-Hadamard 

 

Figure 2. BER evaluation in a channel equalization based MC–CDMA wireless communication system under implementation of different digital modulation 

schemes and MMSE channel equalization scheme. 
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Figure 3. BER evaluation in a channel equalization based MC–CDMA wireless communication system under implementation of different digital modulation 

schemes and ZF channel equalization scheme. 

 

Figure 4. BER evaluation in a channel equalization based MC–CDMA wireless communication system under implementation of different digital modulation 

schemes and MMSE-SICchannel equalization scheme. 

 

Figure 5. BER evaluation in a channel equalization based MC–CDMA wireless communication system under implementation of different digital modulation 

schemes and ZF-SIC channel equalization scheme. 
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Figure 6. BER evaluation in a channel equalization based MC–CDMA wireless communication system under implementation of QAM modulation schemes 

and different channel equalization scheme. 

 
Figure 7. BER evaluation in a channel equalization based MC–CDMA wireless communication system under implementation of QPSK modulation schemes 

and different channel equalization scheme. 

 
Figure 8. BER evaluation in a channel equalization based MC–CDMA wireless communication system under implementation of DPSK modulation schemes 

and different channel equalization scheme. 
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Figure 9. Pictorial views of Transmitted, Encrypted and Retrieved image in a simulated D-BLAST aided LDPC encoded MC-CDMA Wireless Communication 

system under implementation of different digital modulation schemes and MMSE-SIC channel equalization scheme. 

5. Conclusions 

In this work, simulation results concerning the adaptation 

of various equalization techniques in a LDPC encoded MC-

CDMA wireless communication system has been presented. 

A range of system performance results highlights the impact 

of various signal detection techniques under different digital 

modulations scheme. A comparison on the MMSE, ZF, 

MMSE-SIC and ZF-SIC has been made based on their bit 

error rates and signal-to-noise ratio. In the context of system 

performance, it can be concluded that the implementation of 

QAM digital modulation technique with deployment of 

MMSE-SIC channel equalization technique provides 

satisfactory result for such a LDPC encoded MC-CDMA 

wireless communication system as compared with MMSE, 

ZF,and ZF-SIC for such a LDPC encoded MC-CDMA 

wireless communication system. 
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